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Abstract
In this survey paper on our work in the area of quantifier elimination we present
integrated quantifier elimination. We discuss three new methods introduced by us
for making the three most important real quantifier elimination procedures applicable for the practical usage. We emphasize the necessity and advantage of their
combination. Additionally we discuss the integration of quantifier elimination into
computer algebra systems and the integration of algorithm of the computer algebra into quantifier elimination. We conclude our work with three applications from
different areas.
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Introduction

Consider the real function
f (u, v) = (3u + 3uv 2 − u3 , 3v + 3u2 v − v 3 , 3u2 − 3v 2 ).
The image of the real plane under f is geometrically speaking a 2-dimensional surface
in 3-dimensional space. Up to a scaling of a factor of 3 it is the Enneper surface, first
introduced by Alfred Enneper around 1863. Due to the two parameters u and v of the
function f the above representation of the Enneper surface is called a 2-dimensional
parametric representation.
By running through a subset of the parameter space one can generate a part of the plot
of the surface. However, given a point in real 3-space we cannot easily decide whether
the point belongs to the surface or not. This task is necessary for plotting a part of
the surface in a given subset of the real 3-space. Let us, for a moment, change the
domain and the range of the function of f to the complex numbers. Then we can by
using Gröbner bases techniques quite easily compute the implicitization of the surface,
i.e. the minimal variety containing the surface. For the Enneper surface this variety is
given by the equation p = 0 where
p

=

19683x6 − 59049x4 y 2 + 10935x4 z3 + 118098x4 z2 − 59049x4 z +
59049x2 y 4 + 56862x2 y 2 z3 + 118098x2 y 2 z + 1296x2 z6 +
34992x2 z5 + 174960x2 z4 − 314928x2 z3 − 19683y 6 + 10935y 4 z3 −
118098y 4 z2 − 59049y 4 z − 1296y 2 z6 + 34992y 2 z5 − 174960y 2 z4 −
314928y 2 z3 − 64z9 + 10368z7 − 419904z5 .
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For the complex counterpart of the Enneper surface it can be proved that the variety of
p and the image of f are identical. Of course, this result cannot be easily transferred to
the reals. As a counterexample consider
g(x) = x2

and

0 = 0.

For the complex numbers, both, the image of g and the variety given by the equation
0 = 0 are the whole complex plane. For the reals the image of g is only the set of all
non-negative numbers whereas the real variety is the entire real line.
Let us switch back to the reals, to the Enneper surface and its known complex implicitization. We want to either prove or disprove that for all real values x, y, and z there are
real values u and v with f (u, v) = (x, y, z) if and only if p = 0.1 Using the well-known
symbols we can express this by



∀x∀y∀z ∃u∃v f (u, v) = (x, y, z) ←→ p = 0 .
In the sense of logic this is a real decision problem and can be theoretically solved by
a decision method or a quantifier elimination procedure.
For defining quantifier elimination we need first-order formulas. A first-order formula
is constructed from atomic formulas by combining them with the Boolean operators
“¬” (not), “∧” (and), “∨” (or), “−→” (implication) and “←→” (equivalence). Additionally there are the two operators “∀x” (for all) and “∃x” (there is) ranging over all
domain elements.
The construction of the atomic formulas depends on the chosen language which fixes
admissible function symbols and relation symbols. The semantics of the symbols are
determined by the underlying domain. For the reals we use the language of ordered
rings, i.e., addition, additive inverse, and multiplication as functions, 0 and 1 as constants, equality, and the natural order as relations. By using integers as an abbreviation
for sums of 1, and allowing the commonly used ordering relation symbols atomic formulas have the form
p % q,

where

p, q ∈ Z[X1 , . . . , Xn ],

and

% ∈ {<, 6, =, 6=, >, >}.

As an example, consider the formula ∃x(mx + b = 0) expressing that a parametrically
given line has a real zero.
A quantifier elimination procedure computes for a given first-order formula an equivalent one which contains no quantifiers. In our example such a quantifier-free equivalent
is
m 6= 0 ∨ b = 0.
The question whether a given domain for a given language provides quantifier elimination is an important topic in model theory. The reals together with language of ordered
rings above allows quantifier elimination. The same language for the domain of integers does not. In one of our applications we will use discretely valued fields with an
1 This

problem was given to us by Eberhard Becker (Dortmund) in 1994 as an open problem.
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appropriate language. For all other parts of this paper we use the reals together with the
language of ordered rings.
The first mathematical results for real quantifier elimination were by Alfred Tarski
around 1935. He published the first real quantifier elimination procedure in [Tar51].
The very fact that there is a quantifier elimination procedure is a very important result for model theory and logic. In 1975 Collins published a new elimination algorithm using his cylindrical algebraic decomposition (CAD) [Col75]. Arnon, a student
of Collins, had implemented the quantifier elimination by cylindrical algebraic decomposition [ACM84a, ACM84b] around 1981. Since then, there are continuing developments of algorithms, implementations, and applications of CAD [CH91, Bro98, Bro01,
SS03, Sei04]. Starting with its first implementation quantifier elimination have become
a practical product ant not only a theoretical result.
Today we can, in practice, solve the questions arising from the study of the real Enneper
surface above by using quantifier elimination [H3, H5]. However, not with Tarskis
method and not with only one quantifier elimination algorithm. We have computed
the solution that the implicitization and the Enneper surface are identical by combining three completely different real quantifier elimination algorithms and other tools of
computer algebra and computer logic. We turn back to this solution in Section 7.
Our claim is that we need more than one quantifier elimination algorithm implemented
for solving problems. This requires in turn one integrated system. Such a system allows on the one hand a manual combination as it was successful for solving the Enneper implicitization problem. On the other hand it allows the implementation of automatic strategies for combining the methods as our fall-back quantifier elimination as
introduced in Section 5. One system providing more than one quantifier elimination
procedure is our first aspect of integrated quantifier elimination.
All our quantifier elimination procedures rely heavily of the algebraic algorithms of the
underlying computer algebra system. For example the Hermitian quantifier elimination
relies on efficient Gröbner system computations as well as fast arithmetic in residue
class algebras. This integration of algebraical into logical algorithms is our second
aspect of integrated quantifier elimination.
Finally, our third aspect of integrated quantifier elimination is the integration of quantifier elimination into algebraic algorithms provided by computer algebra systems. In
this way we have used logical simplifications and complex quantifier elimination for
an efficient and fast computation of Gröbner systems.
All these three aspects of integration demonstrate that we have to consider not longer
computer algebra systems and implemented quantifier elimination procedures separately but that we have to develop integrated systems providing, both, algebraic and
logical computation capabilities.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In the next three sections we discuss our new aspects for the three quantifier elimination procedures considered by us: In Section 2 we
introduce our greedy projection [H6] which computes a suitable projection order for
CAD based quantifier elimination. In Section 3 we discuss our parallelization [H2] of
the virtual substitution methods for three different parallel environments. In Section 4
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we discuss our generic Hermitian quantifier elimination [H7] together with some general optimizations. Our integrated system REDLOG is presented in Section 5. A detailed
presentation of REDLOG is published by the author together with Seidl in [H5]. In the
last four sections 6–9 we present applications of quantifier elimination: We introduce
our concept of guarded expressions as an advanced user interface for computer algebra
systems as presented in [H1]. We give some remarks on the solution of the real implicitization of the Enneper surface firstly published by the author in [H3]. As a practical
application we summarize our application of quantifier elimination to the motion planning of several robots [H8]. As a final application we discuss our parametric solution
of systems of linear integer congruences [H4]. This example demonstrates that our
concept of integration, introduced for the real quantifier elimination, is also applicable
for other domains. Additionally this approach uses quantifier elimination for discretely
valued fields demonstrating that even an integration of different domains leads, in some
cases, to the solution. Finally, we conclude our results in Section 10.
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Quantifier Elimination by
Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition

Quantifier elimination by cylindrical algebraic decomposition (CAD) is clearly one of
the most important ones. The first version was published by Collins 1975 [Col75]. With
his method Collins could dramatically lower the worst-case complexity of a real quantifier elimination method. While Tarskis method is non-elementary recursive, Collins’
method is doubly exponential in the number of all variables occurring in the input formula. During the past 30 years there have been considerable research and publications
on optimizing CAD. For the application to real quantifier elimination, the introduction
of partial CAD ( PCAD ) [CH91] has been one major progress, which affects the extension phase. The latest version QEPCAD B including his remarkable results on computing
minimal decompositions [Bro98] are maintained by Brown [Bro03].
All these improvements address the practical applicability in contrast to the theoretical
worst-case complexity. As a rule, CAD, provides short formulas containing simple
polynomials. The main drawback is its sensitivity to the total number of variables in
the input.
The vast majority of improvements are extremely focused on improving the projection phase [McC84, McC88, Hon90, Laz94, Bro01, SS03]. Most surprisingly, all these
contributions concentrating on improved projection operators have never examined the
relevance of the order in which the variables are projected. If one is only interested in
pure CAD, then this order can be chosen completely arbitrarily. In the case of quantifier
elimination we have to obey some restrictions: We have to project unquantified variables at last and we are not allowed to interchange ∃ with ∀. There is, however, still a
considerable degree of freedom.
The projection phase starts out with the original set Ar = A of polynomials in r variables. In r−1 projection steps there are r−1 projection sets Ar−1 , . . . , A1 of polynomials
with one fewer variable in each step generated.
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Our results presented here were published in [P6, H6]. The main result is the introduction of the greedy projection, an algorithm for computing a sufficiently good projection
order and the corresponding projection set. The quality of a projection order can be
only measured in the number of cells of the resulting CAD or the time for constructing
the CAD or the time for quantifier elimination. Even so we can perform our complete
computation in the first phase, i.e. the projection phase, without actually constructing
any CAD.
For achieving this result we discovered in a first step heuristically a measure for a
projection set to be good: Consider the sum of total degrees of all monomials of all
polynomials in all the projection sets Ar , . . . , A1 computed in the projection phase
wrt. to some order X:
r X
X
sotd(A, X) =
σ(f ),
i=1 f ∈Ai

where, using the convention e = (e1 , . . . , er ),
r
X
 XX
e
e
σ
ae x11 · · · xrr =
ei .
e∈E

e∈E i=1

Our tests have shown that for a fixed input a projection set with a small sotd leads
generally to smaller CADs and faster computations. Finding a projection order with
a minimal sotd requires, in general, the computation of all projection sets for all admissible projection orders. This is practically impossible. Thus we have developed the
greedy projection to heuristically find a suitable projection order with a low sotd. In
the i-th step of the projection phase we compute from the projection set Ar−i+1 the sets
Axr−i for each remaining variable x. Then we greedily take one of the Axr−i+1 with a
minimal sotd as Ar−i .
Though, both, the choice of sotd and the greedy algorithm are only heuristics, our results are very impressive. We have tested our algorithm on almost 50 examples, mostly
taken from the literature. The most important results were the following:
• The computation overhead introduced by using the greedy projection is completely negligible. There was not a single example where we had a loss of efficiency in our improved algorithm.
• For all computations we had a time limit of 1 hour. For some examples there are
several variable orders which does not permit to finish the CAD computation in
our time limit, while others do. In these cases our greedy projection has found
always a good variable order such that we do not have exceed out time limit. For
some examples we had only a probability of 1/4 for finding such a good variable
order.
• In all our examples the computed projection order is not significantly worse than
the best possible choice.
It should be noticed here that cylindrical algebraic decomposition is also an important
and powerful tool in real algebraic geometry and not only for real quantifier elimination; one prominent other application are adjacency algorithms [ACM84b, SS83]. Our
results are, in fact, not restricted to the application to quantifier elimination but can be
used in general.
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Quantifier Elimination by Virtual Substitution

Weispfenning published in 1988 an article about the complexity of linear problems in
fields [Wei88]. He proved that in the worst case quantifier elimination is doubly exponential only in the number of quantifier blocks, i.e. the number of sequences of like
quantifiers. Moreover, has he shown that quantifier elimination is, in the worst case,
singly exponential in the number of quantifiers and polynomial in all other parameters.
In his paper he gave the first version of quantifier elimination by virtual substitution
for linear formulas. This method matches exactly the complexity bounds proved in
his paper. The refined method [LW93] was implemented and improved by the author
together with Sturm. Meanwhile, the method has been extended to almost linear formulas [Wei94, Wei97a], i.e., in some circumstances we can eliminate some quantifiers
binding variables occurring with degrees greater than one. As a rule, quantifier elimination by virtual substitution can handle formulas with many variables but produces
output formulas with a large amount of simple atomic formulas.
Since the algorithm was initially implemented in 1992, there were many new ideas and
optimizations added. In [Dol00] the author presented a large collection of new ideas
leading to quantifier elimination by repeated condensing.
In the following subsections we present a completely different approach to make this
method applicable for more input problems. We study the parallelization of this method
using different underlying hardware and software concepts as presented in [P2, H2].
Parallelization is at present again an important topic. In the previous years, there was a
dramatic drop in price for multi-processor boards such that they can be used in premium
PCs. Meanwhile the most important chip manufacturer presents multi-core processors,
including parallel computation capabilities on one chip. This increases the interest on
threaded versions of virtual substitution as presented in Section 3.3. Besides multicore and multi-processor machines there are often large networks of PCs available.
Such networks can also be used for performing resource intensive computations. Parallelization of quantifier elimination using a networks of workstations are addressed in
Section 3.2. Besides such comparable cheap solutions there are, of course, still several
computing centers using parallel and massively parallel computers like the successors
of the Cray T3D for which we have also studied the parallelization of the virtual substitution as presented in Section 3.1.
Parallelization of quantifier elimination was already considered for the CAD method.
Saunders et al. have parallelized in 1989 [SLA89] the CAD method on a Sequent Symmetry shared-memory machine with 8 processors. In 1993 Hong has parallelized his
SACLIB based QEPCAD on a workstation network based on an apparently unpublished
communication protocol [Hon93]. In 1997 the author took part on a NSF workshop under the leadership of Hong and Steinberg. The participants worked on a parallelization
of the CAD method on the IBM RS 6000/ SP machine of the Maui High Performance
Computing Center. Some results of this workshop are published in [HLRS00].
Consider a formula ϕ = ∃xn · · · ∃x1 (ψ), where ψ is a quantifier-free first-order formula. Eliminating all existential quantifiers occurring in this input formula corresponds
algorithmically to the construction of a tree. This tree is called elimination tree. The
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elimination result is then basically constructed by combining the leaves. Each inner
node of the tree corresponds to eliminating one existential quantifier from a formula,
whereas the combination of its children is the result of this elimination. In this sense
each node is a subproblem of our input problem. The elimination tree can be constructed in a depth-first manner, in a breadth-first manner, or in any combination of
these approaches. Some optimizations of the substitution methods are based on combining nodes of a particular level and are thus only applicable for parts of the tree that
is constructed in a breadth-first manner.
Parallelizing the virtual substitution method makes mainly advantage of work parallelism (∀-Parallelism), i.e. constructing the entire tree in parallel. For special types of
input problems, e.g. for pure decision problems, we also can make use of search parallelism (∃-Parallelism). In this case, we search the existence of one special node. After
finding that node we have computed the result and we can hence stop our computations.
Implementing a parallel variant of the virtual substitution method, we firstly have to
decide how to construct the tree. Arbitrary versions between breadth-first manner and
depth-first manner can be implemented. Secondly, we have to schedule the computations of the nodes to the threads and/or processors available.

3.1

Parallelization on a parallel multi-processor computer

First, we have studied the parallelization on a traditional massively parallel computer.
The implementation and all test computations were done on the T3D of the ZIB in
Berlin. Our software solution was based on Remote REDUCE RR [MN95], a parallel
REDUCE version, which uses PVM [GBD+ 94] as the underlying parallelization mechanism. The parallel quantifier elimination is build in REDLOG and still available in the
newest version.
After test computations we made the experience that the communication between the
processors are both time consuming and sometimes not reliable. We have thus decided
to implement an master slave-approach minimizing the communication costs by efficiently using the computation resources. In a first phase we compute on the master
processor in a breadth-first-search manner the elimination tree. We stop the first phase
if we have computed three times more of subproblems as processors available. Then
we change to the second phase. The master processor distributes to each processor one
subproblem. On each processor we compute the complete subtree of the elimination
tree starting at the node representing the communicated subproblem. Then the slave
process sends back the result to the master. If the master has still an unsolved subproblem, it will send it immediately to the process that just sent back one result. After
having received all results the master computes in the final third phase the result and
terminates.
All example computations here were focused on linear optimization problems. For this
kind of problems we have the advantage that the intermediate result of a slave-process
is comparable short, i.e., we have only minimal costs for communicating them back
to the master. For optimization problems we get generally a speed up of about 3 for 8
processors used. These results are similar to the results of Saunders, parallelizing CAD
on a shared memory machine[SLA89].
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3.2

Parallelization on a workstation cluster

The second parallel environment we have studied consists of a small network of workstations connected by 10-MBit Ethernet. For our implementation we have used a C implementation of our algorithm using PARSAC-2 including S-Threads [Küc91, Küc95]
and a PVM based extension of the S-threads called DTS. The distributed thread system
DTS [BHKR95]) allows us to transports fork/join calls across the network.
The S-thread system and DTS allow us to fork essentially arbitrary many threads over
the net. Therefore, we can apply the concept of divide-and-conquer, where there is not
an a priori bound for the number of concurrent tasks. Divide-and-conquer algorithms
distribute the problem over the computational resources in the fastest possible manner.
When the elimination is distributed over several networked hosts, however, each fork
of a function causes its arguments to be sent over the net. Therefore, we have to take
care of the communication costs. This means that, whenever a host processes some
forked function, all the data passed to this function should actually be processed there
at least partially. The algorithm “first_process” has been carefully designed to meet this
requirement. For a list of nodes it computes all children and then distributes one half to
another thread while computing the other half itself.
We observe an initial overhead of about 60% caused by the parallelization environment,
i.e. PVM and DTS, and the fact that the distributed version on one host does not construct
the tree in a breadth-first manner, and hence cannot identify as many identical nodes as
the sequential algorithm. On more than one host, we obtain moderate speed-ups; with
three hosts even compared to the sequential version.

3.3

Parallelization on a parallel multi-processor SMP workstation

One of the advantages of the software design of the S-Thread system together with
PVM is, that we can reuse our implementation for running on a multi-processor machine instead of a workstation network. On such a shared memory machine a fork
does not need to communicate the parameter values across the net. We have thus developed our algorithm “first_divide”. In this algorithm we fork away one half of the
subproblems we got. This process is recursively repeated until there is only one node
remaining. Then we compute the children of this particular node, before we finally call
“first_divide” recursively on the list of the obtained children. This behavior speeds up
the distribution of the subtasks to threads possibly leading to better utilization of the
available processors. Using 4 processors we obtain a speed-up between 2.5 and 3 for
our test examples.
Finally, we have combined distribution to processors with parallelization on a network
by connecting two 4-processor SPARCs. Since the S-thread system and DTS cooperate
perfectly, there is no additional code necessary for doing so, i.e., the same executable
as in the previous section is running. Both, an increase of the number of hosts and/or
an increase of the number of processors results in a gain of efficiency.
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Hermitian Quantifier Elimination

Using results form Pederson, Roy, Szpirglas [PRS93] and Becker, Wöhrmann [BW94]
and himself [Wei92], Weispfenning published in 1993 a new quantifier elimination procedure [Wei93, Wei98]. The worst-case complexity of this method is again, as Tarskis
method, not elementary recursive. The Hermitian quantifier elimination was refined
and implemented by the author in 1994 [Dol94]. Meanwhile it was carefully analyzed
and using several new algorithmic ideas reimplemented. Some results are published in
a diploma thesis supervised by the author [Gil03].
As a rule, this method is applicable for one quantifier block in front of a conjunction
containing as many equations as quantifiers and only few other atomic formulas. It
produces formulas containing some huge atomic formulas.
For the CAD method we have discussed a general algorithmic idea for optimizing the
algorithm. For the virtual substitution method we have used special computing facilities
for widening the range of applications. For the Hermitian quantifier elimination we
present here, in some sense, an application driven approach. We have generalized the
Hermitian quantifier elimination to a generic quantifier elimination procedure. Generic
quantifier elimination is a very successful approach for automatic theorem proving in
geometry [DSW98].
The Hermitian quantifier elimination consists of five main steps. These are called iteratively and recursively in a very sophisticated way:
1. Computation of a special normal form based on a disjunctive normal form.
2. Computation of a Gröbner System [Wei92]. The Gröbner system represents a
finite case distinction such that in each case we can use Gröbner bases based
techniques. The number of cases in the Gröbner systems computed for Hermitian
quantifier elimination is one of the main parameters determining the running time
and output size. By using real methods for generating and simplifying the case
conditions the author could relevantly reduce the number of cases.
3. Generation of additional equations. Again, by generating a finite case distinction
we add to a conjunction of inequalities a non-trivial equation. As in Step 2 the
size of the case distinction is relevant for the running time and output size.
4. Counting real zeroes based on computations in a residue class algebra [PRS93,
BW94]. For the arithmetic in the residue class algebra the author has introduced and used a generalization of the technique of combined structure constants [BWK93]. For larger examples this leads to a considerable speed-up while
for smaller ones the overhead is negligible.
5. Construction of type formulas. In this step we compute formulas characterizing
that special univariate polynomials have as many positive as negative real zeroes.
Generic quantifier elimination is a generalization of quantifier elimination. It computes
to an input formula ϕ a quantifier-free formula ϕ00 and a theory Θ, i.e., a conjunction
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of negated equations, such that
Θ −→ (ϕ ←→ ϕ00 ).
The main idea behind this concept is, that we can compute Θ dynamically during the
elimination process in such a way that it is faster as and/or the output formula is shorter
than in case of the regular quantifier elimination. The concept of generic quantifier was
firstly published in [DSW98] for the virtual substitution method.
Although the concept of generic quantifier elimination is known the actual design of a
generic quantifier elimination depends heavily on the underlying algorithm. In [P7, H7]
we have carefully designed a generic variant of the Hermitian quantifier elimination.
In order to decide what to add to Θ we have three restrictions:
1. The size of both Θ and ϕ00 together should be substantially smaller than the computed quantifier-free equivalent ϕ0 computed by the regular quantifier elimination procedure.
2. The negated equations in Θ should in some sense be meaningful for the application.
3. We should only add a restriction to Θ if it supports the generic quantifier elimination.
All three requirements are perfectly matched by our generic Hermitian quantifier elimination.
We have adapted Step 2 and Step 4 of the five steps mentioned above. Instead of computing a Gröbner system, we compute a generic Gröbner system, which is also introduced in [Wei92]. A generic Gröbner system corresponds to only one case of regular
Gröbner system. This leads, generally, both to a dramatic speed-up and much shorter
output formulas.
As for the Gröbner system computation, the case distinctions made in step 4 can be
reduced for our generic variant. For the regular Hermitian quantifier elimination the
number of cases generated here is polynomial in the number of inequalities and in the
degrees of the polynomials. For our generic variant it is only polynomial in the number
of inequalities. This leads again, generally, to faster running times and shorter output
formulas.
The computation of type formulas could, in principle, also be optimized by using
generic ideas. However, example computations have shown that this would, in general,
increase unacceptably the size of the computed theory Θ.
Generic Hermitian quantifier elimination is well-suited for automatic theorem proving
and finding in geometry as shown by example computations. The logical and algebraic structure of the input problems, typically arising in this area, matches perfectly
the constraints for a successful application of the generic Hermitian quantifier elimination. In contrast to the generic variant of the virtual substitution method it is not
restricted to almost linear formulas. The generic projection operator in conjunction
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with the CAD method [SS03] provides another generic quantifier elimination without
any degree restriction. The total number of variables occurring in the formulation of
geometric theorems inhibits the application of generic CAD to this area in the most
cases.

5

REDLOG

The author together with Sturm and Seidl is developing REDLOG [DS97c], a package for the computer algebra system REDUCE. It adds to the algebraic facilities of the
computer algebra system REDUCE a logical environment. Since the distribution of RE DUCE 3.7 REDLOG is an integral part of REDUCE . An application-oriented view of
REDLOG is given in [H5].
All quantifier elimination algorithms including our optimizations are implemented and
available in REDLOG. Only the PARSAC based parallel implementation of the virtual
substitution method is not available in REDLOG.
The most prominent implementation of the CAD, which is highly tuned and efficiently
implemented, is QEPCAD B [Bro03]. It is the current version of Hongs original implementation of his partial cylindrical algebraic decomposition [CH91]. For accessing
QEPCAD B from within REDLOG we provide an interface.
The computer algebra system REDUCE together with REDLOG is meanwhile an integrated system as defined in the introduction. It provides the three discussed quantifier
elimination algorithms. All quantifier elimination methods strongly rely on the algebraic capabilities and their efficient implementation in REDUCE. But the logical algorithms of REDLOG are used also for the algebraic algorithms of REDUCE. The prominent example for this is the implementation of the comprehensive Gröbner basis and
Gröbner systems by the author and Sturm. During the computations we make use of
simplification and quantifier elimination for simplifying the comprehensive Gröbner
bases and their computations. The algebraic mode extension guarded expressions, presented in Section 6, and the parametric solving of congruences, presented in Section 9,
are two further examples. Note that the Gröbner system computation is also used for
the Hermitian quantifier elimination. Thus REDUCE makes use of REDLOG and RED LOG make use of REDUCE . Hence we cannot any longer separate both components into
layers.
In an integrated system a user can manually combine the quantifier elimination procedures available together with other tools for handling first-order formulas in order to
compute his solutions. In contrast to such an manual combination the author has introduced the fall-back quantifier elimination. This combines, in an automatic fashion,
the virtual substitution method with the CAD method. Given a prenex first-order formula, we start with eliminating quantifier by quantifier, beginning with the innermost
one, using the virtual substitution method. If it happens that one quantifier cannot be
eliminated due to the degree restriction of the method, we generate an input for the
CAD method, and then we try to eliminate all the remaining quantifiers using RED LOG s CAD. Because the CAD is a complete quantifier elimination procedure, this can
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only fail due to memory or time restrictions. For our test example suite this fall-back
quantifier elimination is always faster or at least as fast as the pure CAD method. Note,
that we do not enter CAD if the virtual substitution method succeeds with eliminating
all quantifiers. The gain of efficiency is caused by reducing the numbers of quantifiers in the input of the CAD method by eliminating some quantifiers with the virtual
substitution method.

6

Guarded Expressions

We consider guarded expressions [P1, H1] as our first application. It is one example
for the advantages of an integrated systems. We use the REDLOG system for extending
the algebraic user interface of REDUCE.
It is a well-known fact that evaluations obtained by an interactive use of computer
algebra systems ( CAS ) are not entirely correct in general. Typically, some degenerate
cases are dropped. Consider for instance the evaluation
x2
= x,
x
which is correct only if x 6= 0. The problem here is that CAS consider variables to be
transcendental elements. The user, in contrast, has in mind variables in the sense of
logic. In other words: The user does not think of rational functions but of terms.
Next consider the valid expression
√

√
x + −x
.
x

It is meaningless over the reals. C AS often offer no choice than to interpret roots over
the complex numbers even if they distinguish between a real and a complex mode.
Corless and Jeffrey [CJ92] have examined the behavior of a number of CAS with such
input data. They come to the conclusion that simultaneous computation of all cases is
exemplary but not feasible due to the combinatorial explosion of cases to be considered.
Therefore, they suggest ignoring the degenerate cases but to provide the assumptions
to the user on request. We claim, in contrast, that it is in fact feasible to compute all
possible cases. In practice, this is achieved by the use of the logical functions provided
by REDLOG.
Our setting is as follows: Expressions are evaluated to guarded expressions consisting
of possibly several conventional expressions guarded by quantifier-free formulas. For
the above examples, we would obtain
i
h
√ √


x+ −x
x 6= 0 x ,
.
false
x
As the second example illustrates, we are working in real closed fields. The handling
of guarded expressions can, however, be easily transferred to other situations.
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Our approach can also deal with redundant guarded expressions, such as


true |x| − x
 x>0
.
0
x<0
−2x
We use such redundant guarded expressions for a systematic approach of algebraic
simplifications of nested expressions by using logical simplifications on the guards.
We use first-order formulas over the language of ordered rings as guards. This provides powerful tools for heuristically reducing the combinatorial explosion of cases:
equivalent, redundant, tautological, and contractive cases can be detected by simplification [DS97d] and quantifier elimination. At the time of the paper [H1] REDLOG
provided only a linear quantifier elimination for the reals. The availability of general
real quantifier elimination procedures and logical algorithms for other domains today
extends the scope of our approach.
Our experiments have shown that guarded expressions can be used to overcome wellknown problems with interpreting expressions as terms. They provide also a systematic
approach for simplifying nested expressions of piecewise defined functions.

7

The Real Implicitization of the Enneper Surface

In the introduction we have sketched a geometrical problem arising in the investigation
of the Enneper surface. A detailed survey of all used algorithm and our successful
strategy is given in [P3, H3]. Given the function
f (u, v) = (3u + 3uv 2 − u3 , 3v + 3u2 v − v 3 , 3u2 − 3v 2 )
and the equation p = 0 with
p

=

19683x6 − 59049x4 y 2 + 10935x4 z3 + 118098x4 z2 − 59049x4 z +
59049x2 y 4 + 56862x2 y 2 z3 + 118098x2 y 2 z + 1296x2 z6 +
34992x2 z5 + 174960x2 z4 − 314928x2 z3 − 19683y 6 + 10935y 4 z3 −
118098y 4 z2 − 59049y 4 z − 1296y 2 z6 + 34992y 2 z5 − 174960y 2 z4 −
314928y 2 z3 − 64z9 + 10368z7 − 419904z5

we want to solve the following two tasks:
1. Find a representation of the Enneper surface, i.e. the image of R2 under f, suitable for testing whether a given point belongs to the surface.
2. Prove the equality of the Enneper surface to the real variety defined by p = 0.
First, we describe a solution of Task 1. As a quantifier elimination problem, we can
solve this task by eliminating the quantifiers occurring in


∃u∃v x = 3u + 3uv 2 − u3 ∧ y = 3v + 3u2 v − v 3 ∧ 3u2 − 3v 2 .
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For that elimination we use the Hermitian quantifier elimination of REDLOG. Plugging
in a given point we can then evaluate the formula to true or false. Points contained in
the Enneper surface yield true, all others yield false. In [H3] we gave for Task 1 a solution using both Hermitian quantifier elimination and the virtual substitution method.
Our new strategies, meanwhile implemented in the Hermitian quantifier elimination of
REDLOG , allows us to eliminate all quantifier using this implementation. No combination of the virtual substitution method, the CAD of REDLOG, and of QEPCAD are
able to eliminate in reasonable time and space the quantifiers from the above given
formula. Note that from the view of theoretical complexity theory the Hermitian quantifier elimination is non elementary recursive while both other methods are only doubly
exponential in the worst-case. Thus, this example shows that the theoretical worst-case
complexity is not suitable for deciding which method to use.
The solution of Task 2 is much more difficult than the solution of Task 1. First, we use
the result of Task 1. The main ideas of the approach presented in [H3] are the following:
• We split the elimination problem in several subproblems. For this we use normal form computations together with Gröbner bases techniques as described
in [DS97d].
• The computed subproblems are either trivial or could be solved by using QEP CAD .
Finally, we have proved that the real variety of p is identical to the Enneper surface, as
defined by the image of f . Apparently, there is still no theoretical proof of this fact.

8

Multi Object Motion Planning

In this section based on [H8] we discuss the motion planning for several independent
robots. Motion planning using extended quantifier elimination was already discussed
in [Wei01a, Wei01b]. We consider, in contrast, a more general framework allowing simultaneous path computations for several independent robots in an environment that
changes with time. For computing the relevant data of all paths we use extended quantifier elimination which computes not only a quantifier-free equivalent but in addition
sample points for the first block of existentially quantified variables of the input formula [Wei97b].
We first sketch the general features of the situation considered by us: Both, the objects
and the environment are semilinear sets described by linear formulas over the reals. The
objects are robots and obstacles possibly moving within the environment. In contrast to
other approaches we make no convexity assumptions on objects or the environments.
All movements of the objects follow piecewise linear paths or trajectories along a finite
choice of directions and speed vectors specified in advance. Additionally, the maximal
number of linear pieces of a path or trajectory is specified in advance. Other inputs of
the motion planning problem are the initial positions of the robots, their final positions,
and a time interval for all movements. These additional data may be left parametric. In
14

this case the output of our algorithms will provide finitely many solutions depending
on certain semi-algebraic conditions on the parameters.
As remarked in [Lat91], motion planning for several controllable objects can follow
at least two possible approaches: First, one tries to find separate free spaces for the
reference point of each object, where the remaining controllable objects are entered in
an unspecified parametric position. Second, one gathers all reference points of controllable objects into a single reference point of a composite object of variable shape in a
suitable higher dimensional space. We take the second approach. The first one can be
also covered by our method but is in our example computations less efficient.
Even in relatively simple cases the multiple object motion planning problem is known
to be PSPACE hard. Thus, it is not surprising that our algorithms are exponential in the
number of robots and the bound on the number of linear pieces in the trajectories. They
are, however, polynomial in all other input data.
For the practical application of our method we have to use an extended quantifier elimination procedure which is able to handle input formulas with numerous variables.
This suggests to use the extended quantifier elimination of REDLOG based on the virtual substitution method. While for the CAD method Seidl has presented an extended
quantifier elimination [Sei04], there is no extended variant for the Hermitian quantifier
elimination.
Recall, that the virtual substitution method is restricted to almost linear formulas. This
imposes some of our restrictions, namely the semilinear shape of all objects, the linear
segments of the paths, and the predefinitions of the directions and velocities. All these
restrictions could be dropped using a general quantifier elimination method. For the
applicability of our method it was, however, a crucial result to find linear formulas
describing motion planning. The restrictions imposed by the linearity are not significant
in practice.
For our sample system we rely heavily on the rather sophisticated linear real quantifier
elimination package in REDLOG [DS97c]. It is used in two ways: In a first preprocessing phase, quantifier elimination is used to compute quantifier-free descriptions of the
semilinear free spaces. In a second phase, we use then our extended quantifier elimination: Either it outputs false, asserting that there are no solution, or the description of all
paths for all robots.

9

Parametric Linear Congruence Solving

As the last application we consider parametric systems of integer congruences. We test
multivariate systems of linear congruences for feasibility. In the positive case we obtain
at least one sample solution for the system. Parametric solving of linear congruences
is outside the scope of the real methods we have discussed. While the application is to
the integers our method is based on linear quantifier elimination for discretely valued
fields [Stu00, DS99]. This quantifier elimination is implemented in REDLOG, too. Our
approach is an example that even the integration of different domains is a successful
15

strategy: We integrate the domain of discretely valued fields into the domain of integers.
A detailed discussion of our method for solving parametric system of congruences can
be found in [P4, H4].
Our methods allow to prescribe for each constraint a particular modulus in contrast to
having only one modulus for the entire system:
a11 x1 + · · · + a1n xn ≡ b1

mod
..
.

µ1

am1 x1 + · · · + amn xn ≡ bm

mod

µm ,

where aij , bk ∈ Z and µ1 , . . . , µm are various powers of a fixed prime, a parametrically
given prime p, or arbitrary integers.
For given fixed prime numbers p there are efficient linear algebra approaches for the
discussed problem available [How86, BN96, SM98]. Our work, in contrast, focuses on
uniform solutions for a parametric prime p.
Our method will reduce the problem of solving such systems to one or several extended
quantifier elimination problems over the rational numbers with p-adic valuations. The
obtained p-adic integer sample solutions are then lifted to the integers. Our methods
generally split into two parts: First, finding solutions in suitable rings of p-adic integers
Zp . Second, lifting these solutions to the integers Z. The first part is computationally
hard, while the second one is straightforward and efficient. For the special case, where
each modulus is some power of a fixed prime, the computationally hard first part can
be performed uniformly for all primes. This is the crucial advantage of our approach in
contrast to well-known linear algebra methods for concrete fixed primes. For this uniform case, we have developed two methods making the lifting step also as uniform as
theoretically possible. These methods can be finally reused for extending our approach
to the general case of arbitrary, i.e. not necessarily prime power, moduli.

10

Conclusions

We have briefly sketched the CAD based quantifier elimination, the virtual substitution
method, and the Hermitian quantifier elimination together with our optimizations as the
three most prominent examples of real quantifier elimination procedures. All methods
are highly tuned and efficiently implemented in our integrated system REDLOG. We
have presented both an automatic and a manual combination of these methods.
As applications we have presented
• the application of Guarded expressions to a computer algebra system,
• the first solution of the real implicitization of the Enneper surface,
• and motion planning for several controlled objects.
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• Besides these applications of the real methods, we discussed the parametric solving of integer congruences as an application of methods from different domains.
All these applications demonstrate that integrated quantifier elimination as presented
in this survey article can be successfully applied to problems arising in various areas.
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